

























































































































Knowing　About Knowing　How Knowing　Why Knowing　Oneself
Students　learn　facts Students　experience Students　interpret Students　reflect　on
about　the　culture. and　interact　in　a behaviors,　explore their　own　attitudes
realistic　contest. possible and　analyze　their
explanations,



























































































Students　learn Students　experience Students　explore Students　reflect　upon
・　　different　types　of ・　　shaking　hands　in ●　 reasons　why　SO皿e ・　 how　the　bow　is
handshakes avariety　of　styles; topics皿ay　be used　in　different
　 　.
exist; ・　　the　contrast considered　polite situations;
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　 　 　 　 　 　 　 ■,
conversation　m American　style
handshake　in　an English　and　using small　talk:　 　 　 　 　 　 ,
introduction;small　talk　to　get ・　 their　own
・　 reasons　why to　know　a reactions　towards
small　talk　is stranger; using　a　North
important; ・　 North　American A皿erican
　　　appropriate　nd style　small　talk communication
inappropriate interaction; sty正e;
small　talk ・　　asking　and ・　 their　own　cultural
　 　 　 　 .
questions; responding　to values　regarding











































Knowing　About Knowing　How Knowing　Why Knowing　Oneself
Students　learn Students　experience Students　explore Students　reflect　upon
・　　 different　types　of ・　　acting　out ・　 the　meanings　of ・　　their　experiences
non-verbal American　and non-verbal in　a　Japanese
behavior　used　in Japanese　non一
　 　 　 　 　 　 ■.
expressions　m classroom　setting.
American verbal　behavior Japanese　and ・　　Japanese　non一
classrooms; in　the　classroom. American verbal
・　 different classrOO皿s.



































































Knowing　About Knowing　How Knowing　Why Knowing　Oneself
Students　learn Students　experience Students　explore Students　reflect　upon
・　　 different　styles　of ・　 creating 　　　reasons　for　the ・　 their　own　ways　to
apologies; apologies　for North　American apologize;
・　 North　American different style　apologies; 　　　their　own
style　apologies. situations; 　　　reasons　for　their culture's
　　　the　patterns　for
.　 making　North own　cultural　style attitudes　and
using　because　and American　style apologies; values　regarding
60; apologies; ・　　culturally apologizing;
・　 the　components　of ・　　 apologizing　in appropriate ・　 their　own
North　American both　North North　American feelings,
style　apologies; American　and and　Japanese attitudes,　and
・　 appropriate　North Japanese　styles non-verbal values　regarding
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